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This makes everyone very curious.

It seems that in these two events, Tiance Superintendent was standing with Levi Garrison.

Xuanyuan Qingya didn’t understand, what did his father like about Levi Garrison?

Is there really something extraordinary about his?

But this time is also a good opportunity!

In the end, she would push Levi Garrison out and let him fight against Takiya Kuroki.

See if he is bragging?

Do you have the ability to get rid of the enemy!

If it is true, then it shows that he is extraordinary.

If it’s fake, then he’ll die.

Xuanyuan Qingya has made a decision!

Test Levi Garrison through this time!

…

Soon, the two masters and apprentices of Takiya Kuroki entered the summer.

The two began to challenge!

Hirai Musashi began to challenge the powerhouse after the 30th in the God List!

Azure Dragon (Qinglong), Kirin ( Qilin ), they are all in the list… the

challenged Kirin ( Qilin ) naturally agreed, and they would never back down.

Soon a piece of news came.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) loses!

Phoenix (Suzaku) loses!

…

Kirin loses!

Poisonous God defeated!

Sword Evil God defeated!

…

Zhou Ke defeated!

Xiao Feng is defeated!

…

Hirai Musashi relied on the magical power of King Kong not to be bad, and swept the big summer gods.

None of the powerhouses in the god list related to Levi Garrison fell.

The Asura War God of the Great Xia League, Fan Shengnan, and the Seven Kills Broken Army were all
defeated…

and the rest of the gods who Levi Garrison didn’t know were all defeated!

This time, the master and apprentice of Takiya Kuroki is here to defeat all the powerhouses in Erudiaa!

They are like a rainbow!

Hirai Musashi challenges first!

Swept all the powerhouses after the 30th in the god list with the momentum of destruction!

None of them are left!

Without exception, all are defeated!

In the face of King Kong’s not bad magic, all the strong have nothing to do.

I can’t beat it at all… the

whole world is shocked!

Erudiaa has fallen into the biggest dilemma since the new era…

has also been challenged by the strong before.

Where can you be so embarrassed?

Now he was beaten to the point where he couldn’t breathe!

Next, Takiya Kuroki began to challenge the top 30 powerhouses in the god list!

Zoey is the first to bear the brunt!

Zoey has made rapid progress recently, from 34 to 27!

She was the first to be challenged!

But when encountering a stronger King Kong not bad magical skill, there is no power to fight back at all!

This is more perverted than the mutant living dead!

The mutant living dead is a terrible defense, unable to be defeated or penetrated.

But Takitani Kuroki is a defensive and offensive one.

All are equally strong!

Encounter can only be desperate!

Plum dyed!

The second one is Ye Lingtian!

Ye Lingtian was also knocked down and could not fight back!

defeat!

Twenty-third defeat!

Twenty-two defeats!

Twenty-one defeat!

Nineteen defeats!

The 17th strongest of the ancient Lingnan tribe is defeated!

The sixteenth thunder day defeated!

Fourteenth defeat!

Twelfth defeat!

Eleventh defeat!

Ye Wudao, who is eighth on the god list, was also challenged!

In the end, Ye Wudao was defeated!

The sixth major Tiance marshal in the gods list played with all his strength, but he fully studied with the
major powers of the Tiance Mansion for a whole night, how to target the King Kong not bad magical
skills.

He persisted longer than everyone else.

But in the end it was defeated!

After his tricks were displayed, he still failed to break

the indestructible body of the King Kong… Finally, the King Kong Dragon Monk, the fourth in the god list,
was also found!

The immortal golden body cultivated by the dragon monk is similar to the magical power of the
impervious vajra to a large extent…

Although the immortal golden body of the dragon monk

has the same degree of defense as that of the impervious vajray… Degree of attack power.

Therefore, in the end, the King Kong Dragon Monk, who was fourth on the god list, also failed…

Erudiaa was shocked!

The world is shocked!

Even strong men like Tiance Marshal and King Kong Dragon Monk were defeated.

Who else can stop him?

Erudiaa became a joke directly!

shame!

The shame brought to everyone this time is huge!

After all, this is Erudiaa’s magical skill!

“By the way, there is only Xuanyuan Qingya who is the tenth in the gods list, go and challenge her!”

Takigani Kuroki stared at the little princess of Tiance Mansion. But Xuanyuan Qingya was with Levi
Garrison at the moment.

